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ABSTRACT

This aper' diScusses the relevance of, research,on-passage

- .
structu e and processing-for the design of reading achieve-.

--

ment t' se Tk=types oiiest coatent'validire distia7
. . t. .

. .0 : ,

guishe and' the relevnde of psycholinguistie ,research to,
. .

-..

. - ,

them i exaM,ined. -These WO types -are the validity accruing

'''
from, a; propniate

.

selectiop.of skills 'to be tested, and the
. .

.

valid' y bated on relevande 16f-items'to the selected skills.

Key' inguistic and psychological terms are 'defined and

sever <1 specific' reading models are discussed. Their potent'

tial ontributions .to design of reading achieVement lests

are a sessed. Finally, a'brief passaged is analyzed, and

some 'ractical applications of'the heoy of text structure

and p ocessing are examined.
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INTRODUCTION

Sternberg.(1981) advocated the application of cognitive

and information processing psychology to psychometric test-

.ing. Although the vocabulary nof cognitive psychology is a
,

novelty in'reading achievement' testing, it can and should be

a useful adjunct. The'genera aim.of this paper is to dis-

cuss ways in which psycholinguistic and educational research

tan be applied to the design of reading achievethent tests.

A central consideration in test constructionds content
ti

validity. Typically, one of the main'objectives of a read=

c

ing achievement test is to.measure how well a'person is able

to understand a passage. One challenge in test construction

0

is to operationalize the term' "understand" in tke foregoing

sentence. The intent here' is not to carry out a com9letel

and exhaustive 'operationalization .of this term, ThisI
requires taking. into account the particular _circumstances

and goals -associated.. with each test. Rather, the intent

here is to.stimulate awareness 'of research that appears par,:-

ticblarly promising, to illustrate relevant. issues, -and too
s .

.

describe a 'concrete application of the theory to teat

design.
v

1 4 . Ilk
1

- .
. q

' Frase (1975, p. 4) suggests that-what is learned-11y read-
,..

ing is "the result of.an interaction between what

1

the realer

-

°
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attempts to do and the constraints that the stimulus
a.

materials place On those adaptive strategies." This defini-
\

tiOn focuses attention on the passage itself and on the cog-

nitiveoprocesses iNcomprehension. One limitation of early
p

psycholinguistie research was the lack of a theoretically 4

/ 4,,
! .

, t.'
../

based yet practical way of describing the meaning of a pa-
.

sage. More recently there has been a trend toward research

whiCh is based on'explicit theories of passage structure.

'(Frederiksen,.1975a, 1975b; Meyer, 197b, 1975; Kintscb and
4

vats Dijk, 1977;- Grimes, 1975; Halliday and Masan, ;1976; an

0Dijk, 1978; andCrothers, 1979). This research has begun to

interest educators. Lucas and'ilcConkie (1980) parsed pas-

sages info a propositional network representation in order

'to.identify propositions which are relevant to test items

and describe the relationship of' 'the proposition to the

item. This is ih the tradition ofcontent standard testing

discussed by Ebel (1962) and'Bormuth (1970). A traditional

s. problem with readability indices ha; been their lack of sen-

sitivity to passage content, Kintsch (;x'979) has described a

readability formula which takes into account reader infer-

ences and the propositional structu eof passages. .Crothers

(1972), Gentner (1976), GKintsCh. (1974) and Meer and

t

gcConkie:(r973) provide'empieical support for a relationship,

.4
lietween comptehension and methory and the hierarchical level

.
?' :1

.of inf rmatidp in the Passage., . Brown, - Campione and Day

(1981) i describe .the use of summarization 'rules as a cheCk
°

for comprehension and retention of information.

p
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4.
Thete Gtudies support the concept of reading as inter-

action
.o' '
action between passage structurd.and cognitive processing.

_

It is worthwhile, to consider the implications, of this per-

spective for the!.design of reading achievement tes The

next section of the paper discusses ways in which theory can

be helpful in selection and definition of ski. is to be

assessed. by a test.

/ I

.
Content validity. TraditionaLlY,- "to demOnttrate the

.

content validity of a set of test scores, one mist Show that

the behavioet. demonstrated in .testing consti:4te repre-

sentativemtample of the behaviors to be /exhibited'in a

_

desired performance domain." (Standards, 174). Test item

specifications are designed to define and describe' the.
- .

skills that the- test is intended to assess'. In particular,

a set of item specificatios can be used to examine perform-
.

ance in particular skill areas. On the basis of this exami-

nation educational resources can be allocated rationally to

areas of need. In order to make these kinds of decisions

with confidence the test must possess cont'ent validity. Two

aspects of content validity can be distinguished here.. On

the one. hand, a definition of the appropriate performance

domain can A obtained from textbooks in -common use,

descriptions of scope and Sentience, and other 'relevant docu-.
.

0

ments. The second aspect of validity requires that the

po

items assessing each selected skill are in -fact relevant to
4 4 0

that skill. For example, a skip coffitonly taught is infer-.
4

,
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ring_ the main idea of a passage. A brief operational

definition of this skill area might be the following: 'Aiven

a passage,

the passage: Suppose a multiPle choice item is, needed. The

task of the item writer is' to construct an item requiring

the student to pick the theme from several. options, one of

which expresses the main idea, and the Others of which do

not. The operational definition contains two problematic

terms, "identify" and "primary topic's. -Identification is a

cognitive process which involves inference. "Topic" is a

the student will identify the primary topic of

literary - linguistic term which is pteciseirdefineable' in

the context of a theory'of passage structure. Typically,
.

the item writer receives little guidance in defining these

terms and must proceed'on the basis of intuition. Undenia-

bly, there are various intuitive conceptions of this partic-

ular skill, of what constitutes the topic of a passage, and

I

how the topic isiinferred. .Many of these intuitive concep-

tions may possess more than a-little validity. Yet,' when

one considers. the enormous amount of resources devoted to

testing, and the importance of the decisions made on'the

.basis of testing outcomes, it is apparent that more than
t

just intuitive conceptions are needed. Psycholinguistics

provides theoretically 'based and empirically_ tested proce-

(hres for defining such skills.

-4

Definitions. ; is usful to define briefly some key

terms. The meaning of a passage can be, represented in terms
9

)
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of a network of propositions`and.connectives. Propositions

.consist Of a predicate, represented in the passage by a verb

or an adjective, and one or more arguments. Propositions

are underlying units of meaning, and should not be confused

wish the passage surface structure, even though words from a

passage can be used conveniently to represent the elements

of a proposition. For instance, a sentence, "John gave Maty

a hug"'can be represented as a proposition by (GIVE: JOHN

MARY HUG)-

'

In this case the predicate is "GIVE", and the

arguments; presented in order of agent, recipient and' object

are "JOHN", "MARY", and "HUG". This type of analysis.has'

its roots in Fillmore's (1968) theory of case grammar*.

The set of. connectives. includes conjunctions, such as

"and", "or", "if-then", . and so on. Other types of connec-
.

tives are expressions .of causality, spatial and temporal

contiguity, an d reference. 'Meyer (1975) and Crothera (1979)

have noted that connectives help to establish the ordination

of propositions. For instance, the connective "OR" can b

'used to coordinate two or more propositions. By Contrast,

the connective "WHEN" establishes one proposition as super

ordinate, and others as subordinate.

Propositions can be explicit or they maybe inferr .

Inferences are drawn in order to connect otherwise I s ola ed

propositions to the passage structure. Authors often as ume

-background knowledge on the part of the reader, and do not

A'
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inclgde information that apppars redundant,' or is commonly

presupposed. In order to grasp the'author's intent this

information must be inferred by the reader.

e

The microstructure of a passage 'consists of the relation-

%

ships between.the elements of individuapropositions, and

of the relation'ships between propositions (van Dijk, 1977).

Text macrostructure refers to the ordination of proposi-

tions. Certain° propositions are' more superordinate than

others. The ordinatiOn of propositions establishes a hier-

.

archy. The description of the levels of this Hierarchy is es

description of the passage Ifiacrostructure. Superordinaie

,propositions usually occur in a summary or abstract of the

passage. ropositions which are' subordinate represent pas-

,

sage detail.

Kintsch (1977) has remarked teat the reader must be able

to integrate the new information presented in a passage with i

i

I
the old information. The coherence of the reader's-repre-

sentation, depends on this synth is of information. Cohe?-4

encC requires the absence of log cal:contradictions, a con-

sistent causal, spatial and.kmporal ordering ofevents and

objects, and'the consistent use of referring expressions. A

...

requirement for coherence of macrostructure,is that the pas-

sage have some definite theme or topic,

Conventionally written passages possess a schematic

structure or schema. The-concept of- schema (Minsky, 1975)

4

4)

b
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refers to,a traditional organization of the passage. For

instance, ma*. stories are organicet into a "setting, IcOm-
.

.

.

plication, resolutidn'and evaluation' pattern. The.setting

',typically describes the physical circumstances of the story_

and introduces the characters. . The complication ins generL

ally,a problem to be solved. The resolution is the solUtion

of the problem,' and the evaluaticin is the moral or point bf

the story. Research 'reports-are another type of passage

- with a well defined schema. These usually contain .an ,

.' . .

.

abstract, literature review, statement
,
of hypotheses,. method'

section, results and discussion. Fetler' (1979) had dis-
... ,
. . .

cussed schemata in question and answer dialogues.
I

qesuma-
.

bly, experienced readers tend to expect schematic organize-

tion, and use it to guide their.lirocessing of the passage.

,Models of reading. What fdllows,ds a brief discussion

of three contemporary process models of reading. The pur-

pose of this section is to describe concepts of cognitive

p 1
rocessing ana passage structure. The models of FraSe

(1975) and Rothkopf (1976) illustrate the range of cognitive

processes used in reading.' The model of 1(intsch and van

-Dijk (1978) illustrates the use of detailed linguistic

descriptions of passage structure. The process model

approach clearly distinguishes between the material tobe

read, the processes of comprehension, and the memorial con-
.

1

sequences of the processing.

1.1

'I

0
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Frase frames his model in terms of four- levels o f proc-

essing. The results of earlier levels can Affect 'later

processing. The reader's activities are 6oal,directed and

the-performance or goal tet can:be influenced by explicit

learning goals. Level I processing involves establiShing

V
the performance set. Encoding of orthographic,.syntactic-or

G.

semantic aspects of the passage is level II processing..

, \ Performance set and encoding determine what is Available to

4 higher level pfocesses. Rehearsal! and integration of .

; 1
encodet informaiioA are level III processes. At this'stage

,

information may be input tolong te rm memory. Level IV

processes, the.retriM0 and geneiation of information °per-
%

ate-independently of the earlierprocesses.

-kothkopf distinguishes:between nominal stimuli°or physi-

cal passages, and effective timuli or_usable repesentations

. .

-of passages, reconstructed by, the reader. Primary mathema-
.

l'' ..
. .'

e

genic processes take nominal stimuli as input. TheSe pros-
. /

stimuli
- .

, u

esses include eye movements, translation of the input into
47 I

, e

acoustic-motor format, and syntactic analysis.- Secondary

mathemagenic procegsing involves operating on usable repre-
' . . .

, .,

sentations 14, collation, integration and elaboration of '
c

. .' . .

information. Rehearsal regulates the transfer ol usable.
s. \ : .

,

representations into long term memory.. A passage; 'can be 'N-
.

t.

processed in different,WaYsdepending on task demands.., This .

GIG

may involve selective processing of-different parts of the

passage, and differences in the extent to which certain

).-

informatfonis.rehearsed oeeldborated.

ti

12

1.

a
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Rothkopf and Frase describe in ,detail the translation of

printed-senteices intmori,representations. The:YeadrUg

processes in their models are of two kinds. Either they.

describe the encoding of sentence meaning, or they describe

comprehension processes 'which operate on the encoded mean-

ing. The processing is guided' in accordance with the

reader's particular goal orientation. As a result it is

possible to describe the effects of various learning strate-

gies adopted by the reader and of learning instructions.

The processing described by Frase and Rothkopf is linear in

the sense that their models operate serially on one sentence

at a time. The linear approach can be expanded, hoWever, to

take into acqount'the relationships between many Ilifferent

propositions ini,a passage's, structure.

°

Kintsch and Van Dijk assume that, the meaning of a-Passage

can be represented in terms of Inicrostrucu're and macros-
.

tructure. Three types of processes are distinguished.

,

First, propositions are organized into acoherent structure.

A second set of processeS' redUceS this .set of organized

informatiom into a summary Finally, a ticlird set of opera-

tions governs.. recall'of stored nfortation. Encodingof

propositions is not part of the model;; although 'Similar

processes are_described by Frase and ROthkopf and have-been

studied by Anderson andwIlower (1973): and Kintsch (1974))

Propositions are ProceSsed ingroupg of five to nine in the

order of their appearance in the passage. The processing of.

a.

4b,
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each group of propositions is °called a cycle: During each

cycle some of the propositions are stored in short term mem-

ory, and are available-for connecting with the next set of
0

input propositiSns. Processing in short term memory

I.

involves a finite prObability of storage in fong term mein -,

Ory.

The model produces a coherent
4
network of propositions.

The nodes of the memory network are.individua'l propositions,

and the l'ined,01are shared references. The organizationof
tt

the network is determined by the choice'of propositions left

in short term memory between cycles. There are two,strate-

gies for selecting these Propositions.- First, those propo-

sitions should be selected which are important in the sense

of being connected to many other propositions. The second

principle is that more recently processed propositions are
Or

more rikely to be,selected.

A summary of the passage is obtained from the macrostruc-

ture. Propipsitions that are redundant or irrelevant may be

deleted 'or generalized,, and new propositions may be infer-

t'ed. The deletion, generalization and inference operations'

are applied in cycles with increasingly strict cr$teria for

relevance. Products are a summary,abstract, theme d main

idea.

Applications in test design. How might these theories be

useful in the design of reading -tests? Applications. are

.in

1
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suggested by the distinction of two componehts of content

validity: Certain skills to be assessed must be selected;.

--
and there Must be rand that the items in Olakassess

- A
..,

.

-fhe selected skills. Assuring
,

that .the selected skills are

' in fact asseSsed,is
4

a matter of careful'-analysis of the

/ .

stimulus passages and items: Its in the analygis of pas-

sages.and items that theories of structure, and processiAg

are useful.' One advantage of relying on explicit and expe7

rimentally tested theory is the possibility of systematic

classification of items in terms of skills. Anhlysis of

passage structure involves the development of an extensive

typology of types of propositions, connectives,.. inference40

referential-devices and .rhetorical constructions. Explicit

criteria can be specified for generating summaries,

abstracts, themes and topics of passages. Generally, given

a network representation of the meaning of a passage,
o

it is

possible to I.:irate and describe local or global patterns of

organization, to tabulate recurring phenomena, and to

describe the component propositions in terms of their rela-

tions to otherpropostions. The various identifiable struc-

tures and processes'involved in comprehension can be objec-

tively correlated with skills.

Analysis of passage 'itructure.can be used as an editing

.procedure to check the coherence of stimulus passages. Pas--

sages. which are not'well written can be expected to confuqe
o

or distract Ihe,reader, and introduce "noise" into the mess-.

4

1.1
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urement process, Examples of' phenomena which detract from

lz

. _

'coherence are literal or inferrable colAiadictions, the

,presence of propositions which do not relate to the rest of

the passage, ambiguities in.Spatial, ',temporal or causal
., t

")si.."0 \'..,`"
"

sequepce,' and refere aces which are not satisfied or are
.,,

vague. Even careful item writers and proof readers, can

sometimes-overlook these kinds of phenomena.- A systematic'

analysis of the passages is helpful in avoiding such over-

sights. o

How the analysis of a passage might proceed is illus-

trated here. The passage seleCted for analysis is a short

1
narrative. The content, length and difficulty are typical

of what one might find in a third grade reading achievement

test. The body of the pastage follOws.

The wind was icy cold, and blackClouds were cov-
e

.

erir the light of the moon. Bob saw a ittle

cave in the rocky mountainside, He climbed

between two big rocks. .Suddenly' he fell, half

frozen, to the dry ground inside the cave.NHe

tried to catch his breath. Then he heard it - the

sldw, deep breathing of a sleeping bear in the

corner of the cave.

o
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liefirst, Stage of the analysis involves a decomposition

of sentences-into ,p:zpositioiia 'using methods similar

those of urner and' Greene (1979). ,The r.est4ts ofylis are

shown in Table 1. For convenient reference, individual

propoSitions are numbered in the column on the left. On the

propositions are Wisplayed, enclosed in parentheseS.

-,..-..-
..

Predicates are written first, followed by a colon. :Argu-
4 " '

7
,

ments are separated by commas. Hgplzontal linds.separate

groups of propositions corresponding to differrefft sen-
.

'tences.

Insert -Table 1 about here.'

The first six propositions correspond to thefirst sen-

tence, propositions seven through twelve Correspo o the

second sentence, and so on. Propolthn, three illust

that entire propositions,can be embedded as arguments in

propositions. °Here the predicate is a conjunction, and,

arguments are propositiOns one and four. Proposition twelve

illustrates this in a slightly different way. Bob4s clim-

bing action is described in proposition eleven. The location

of that actioifqS described in proposition twelve.

Figure 1 displays a network repregentation of the pas-

.

sage.. The tfmhers correspond to the propositions in-Table

'1. fines correspond to connectives between proposi-

tions. Hotall possii.) lines are drawn, but only thosej--\,

.needed to display theverall strUcturg. 1INFor instance,

,
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14 ,.

based on the relationship of identity, it would_he poisible

to connect every propOsition ,containing the element "BOB"

withevery other propbsiton containing that element.

Although this would produce a more complete SnalysiS, the
6

resulting network would be much less perspicuous,' and less

usefdl for applied educational and psychological purposes.

The structure of the network is largely determined by the

proposition list. For instance, the repeated argument,

t)

"COLD", is-the basis for connecting propositions 1 and 2.

. The conjunction in proposition 3 is a 'branching point for

for 1 ind-4.

Insert figure 1 about here.

0 ;

Writing test items. The analysis presented so far is

,uSefuj for writing andsrading certain kinds of test'items.

For instance, to test the.skill of remembering the gist of a

'passage, a student Can be asked to write or select a sum-

mary, an 'abstract, or even just the theme or topic of the

Passage. An objective way to'determine the topic of a pas-

sage is to look'at argument repetition. This can.be done

either within each schematic section, or overall. Looking-

at'frequencies overall,- 'BOB" is repeated explicitly eight'

times, compared to five times both for "CAVE" and "BREATH-

ING". (The' "IT" in 24 counts once for "BREATHING ". ) If -/

implicit repetitions from embedded propositions are included

in the counts, the tally foir "BOB" rises to fourteen. Pre-
.

N,
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sumably any description of the topic would take account of

these frequehtly;recurring elements. Of course, if the 'As-

-.564eincluded a resolution and evaluation the counts might

oz,

-
An'approach which relies more on the meaning of the story

.1
is to analyze the network representation. The depth of a

proposition is defined as the number of propositions to the

left of it in the network. Thus, propositions 3, 7, 11; 15,

21 and 23 have a depth of zero, propositions 1, 4, 9 Etc.

have a depth of one, and so on. The deeper a proposition

is, the more likely it represents detail. The more shallow)

the proposition, the more likely` it represents thematic

materiall) Thus,An the, introduction, the most salient ppint.

is that Bob saw a cave, (proposition 7). That the cave,mps

little, in a mountainside,' and that the mountainside is

rocky (propositions 8, 9 and 10) are ancillary facts. A

summary of the passage 'would delete ancillary, material,

retaining only what,is A good summary of the

passage would include that Bob saw a cave, that he climbed
. .

and fell into it, and that he4heard the breathing of a bear.
. .

It would not include the details that thee tround of the cave

was dry, or'that tne. bearwas in a corner.

The analysis helps to distinguish ObjectiVely,what is

,literally preserit in the'passege from what must beiLpferred.

The,aialysis in Table 1 is purposely very iteral in that it
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only contains what is explicit in the text. However, from
. .

the setting one can infer that the4time is night, and leSg

.

trivially that Bob climbed into the cage for shelter from

the icy wind, that the two big rocks are by the mouth of the

cave, and that Bob had to catch his breath from the exertion

of climbing and falling. Once these inferences are brought

out, one can much more objectively write items testing for

literal and inferential comprehension.
.

Conclusions. The purpose of this paper has been to dis-

cuss ways,in which psycholinguistic and educational research

on passage structure is be relevant to reading achievement

tesi:desiga. The main argument iS'that this research can

help provide a more objective basis for the' writing of pas-,

sageg and items. A concrete example of this, involving the

determination of a passage summary and' topic was Wits-

trated.

It might be argued that test constructiori'is already

quite difficult enough, and should not have to shoulder the

additional burdens described here. In repay, the models of

Frase,. Rothkopf and Kintsch and van Dijk make clear that

reading is not aosimple process.: To assess the use of read-1
F

ing skills, both scientific liqscriptions of the skills and

of,t eading materials are ndtded.

of these can:serve-only up to h point.

tions, grounded in empirical research,

ment

. "

.20

Intuitive conceptions

' 4

Scientific concep-

w9uld'be an improve-
"

I

,
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'TABLE 1

Decom sition of Tekt into PropotitionS
,

Proposition
i number' . ProPositiOn,

1
2.

3%,

4

5

6

7
8_ .

.

10

11,
12 °

.

13

14,

JAS: WIND, COLD)

,
cy: COLDS

.,
(AND: 1, 4)

(COVERED: CLOUDS,'LIGHT)
(BLACK: CLOUDS) .'

(OF: MOON, LIGHT)-
J

4.

(SAW: BOB, CAVE)
- '(LITTLE: CAVE)

MOUNTAINSIqi, CAVE)
(ROCKY: MOUNTAIIDE)

(CLIMBED: BOB)
(BETWEEN: ROCKS, 11)

- (TWO: ROCKS)
(BIG: ROCKS)

22

4.

M
sr:

\

ti

4

" s.

15 (FEEL: BOB) ',

16
-0?

(SUDDENLY; 15)
.11

17 -(FROZEN: BOB)

18 (TO: GROUND, 15)

19 (DRY: GROUND)

20 (INSIDE: CAVE, 15)'

J-

21 (TRIED:. BOB, 22) ,

22 (CATCH: BOB, BREATH)
T

23 ,(THEN: g4)
(HEAR: BOB, IT) .

e-

25 (SEARD:'BdB BREATHING)
(SLOW: BREATHING) ,'

27 (DEEP: BREATHING)
28 (OF: BEAR, BREATHING) 4

29 (SLEEPING: BEAR)

30 (IN: CORNER, 29)',

31 (OF: CAVE, 30)

%

.41
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Figure 1: Network representation of the sample text.
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